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1. Introduction
The present study explores the thermofluid characteristics of a seawater-methane heat exchanger that
could be used in the liquefaction of natural gas on offshore platforms. The compression process generates
large amounts of heat, usually dissipated via plate heat exchangers using seawater as a convenient cooling
fluid. Such an application mandates the use of a corrosion resistant material. Metals such as titanium,
expensive in terms of both energy and currency, are a common choice. The total coefficient of
performance, or COPT [1], which incorporates the energy required to manufacture a heat exchanger along
with the pumping power expended over the lifetime of the heat exchanger, is used to compare conventional
metallic materials to thermally conductive polymers.
The thermofluid characteristics of heat exchangers built of high thermal conductivity polymers are
analyzed, for conditions typically seen by ADGAS. It assumes a 1 year service life for a typical plate heat
exchanger, though heat exchangers operating in such corrosive environments may have far shorter service
lives. In this study the hot natural gas is represented by 90ºC methane and 35ºC seawater is used as the
coolant. Gas is flowing through the heat exchanger at 10 m/s, and water at 0.5 m/s. Analytical models
were used to calculate the heat transfer rates and the required pumping power, as well as additional
metrics, over a range of fin spacings, wall thicknesses, and thermal conductivities.
2. Key Features

The plate heat exchanger studied here is shown in Figure 1, with process temperatures of 90ºC methane
and 35ºC seawater. This heat exchanger was analyzed based on not only the geometry, but the invested
energy content of the material. Thermally-enhanced polymers provide an interesting thermal optimization
opportunity. A typical thermally-enhanced polymer is a composite material of a base polymer, such as
nylon or polypropylene, and carbon fiber fillers. These fillers have the potential to increase the thermal
conductivity by one to two orders of magnitude, but with this follows an increase in the invested energy of
the material. The lifecycle energy content of a thermally enhanced polymer is plotted in Figure 2 as a
function of thermal conductivity. This energy content can be seen to increase dramatically, from 75 MJ/kg
to 240 MJ/kg as the thermal conductivity is increased from 1 W/mK to 25 W/mk. Figure 3 shows the
fraction of total lifetime energy consumption that is invested before the heat exchanger is installed.
Aluminum, Titanium, an unfilled polymer, a low-k polymer (5 W/mK), and a high-k polymer (20 W/mK)
are compared. It can be seen that, for the short service life typical of seawater heat exchangers, the energy
invested in manufacturing dominates. For a titanium heat exchanger, less than 5% of energy is used in
operation.

Figure 1. Doubly finned parallel counterflow heat exchanger.
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Figuree 2. Compossite Polymer Energy Conttent as a fun
nction of therrmal conductiivity (kf=500W
W/mK,
Ef=2866 MJ/kg, kp=0
0.25W/mK, E p=24 MJ/kg, m = 0.82).

Figuree 3. Energy in
nvested in heaat exchanger as a function heat
h exchangerr material (tf =
=1mm, tb = 1 mm, H
= 10 mm,
m W = L = 1 m, S = 5 mm
m, u1 = 10 m/ss, u2 = 0.5 m/ss, 1 year service life).
Fig
gure 4 comparres the thermaal performancce of several potential
p
heat exchanger materials.
m
For the
t low
heat trransfer coefficcients typical of a gas-liquid heat exchan
nger, a high-k polymer, as well
w as titaniu
um, can
be sho
own to give 93%
9
of the thermal perform
mance of alum
minum. Even
n the low-k po
olymer, at 5 W/mK,
W
gives 81%
8
of the peerformance off aluminum.
Thhe results of the total coeefficient of performance metric
m
are shown in Figurre 5, which the fin
dimen
nsions for eacch material set
s to the besst-operating dimensions.
d
A
Aluminum,
w
with
a large thermal
t
conductivity, will have
h
tall, thin fins, while the unfilled polymer with haave shorter, thiicker fins. Wh
hile the
unfilleed polymer results may nott be relevant due
d to its poorr thermal perfformance, thee thermally en
nhanced
polym
mer can be seeen to perform
m 48% better than an optim
mized aluminu
um heat exch
hanger, and nearly 7
times better
b
than a titanium
t
heat exchanger.
e
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Figuree 4. Heat excchanger perfo
ormance as a function of fiin spacing and
d heat exchan
nger material (tb = 1
mm, H = 10 mm, W = L = 1 m, ug = 10 m/s, uw = 0.5 m/s).

Figuree 5. Best-opeerating conditiion COPT for doubly finn
ned counterflo
ow heat exch
hanger (tb = 1 mm,
optimu
um height, fin
n spacing & fin
n thickness,W
W = L = 1 m, u1 = 10 m/s, u2 = 0.5 m/s).
3. Co
onclusions
Parrametric analy
yses of prediccted heat exch
hanger COPTs, which inco
orporates energ
gy efficiency,, reveal
that exxchangers fabrricated of low
w energy, low thermal condu
uctivity polym
mers can perfo
orm better thaan those
fabricaated from con
nventional matterials (e.g., titanium, 22 W/mK)
W
over theeir full lifecyccle. The low thermal
t
conductivity (5 W/m
mK) filled pollymer heat excchanger analy
yzed in this stu
udy performed
d 48% better than
t
an
optimiized aluminum
m heat exchaanger, and 7 times better than a high energy, highh cost titanium
m heat
exchan
nger. This sttudy shows th
hat thermally enhanced po
olymers are a viable heat eexchanger can
ndidate
materiial, due to their low fabricaation energy and
a overall lifeetime energy use. It was fo
found that the energy
investeed in manufaccturing of succh heat exchan
ngers could dw
warf the lifetiime energy ex
xpended in pu
umping,
especiially for the sh
hort service liv
ves typical of heat exchangeers in corrosiv
ve environmen
nts.
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